
10/13/69 

Dear Gary, 

There are a few things I didn t have time to go into in responding to 
your lctter from Dallas. I wanted to get-it in th, outgoing mail. 

Lary was not coy with me. She told me quite explicitly how she puts on 

the big-eyes, little 01' housewife routine. She and Arch also promised me things 

they've never sent,' never referred to since. There was no explicit answer on the 
transcriptions of the logs, of which she'd told rie. llowever, they were to remove 
from their deM file what must be ke-t confidential and send rae tho rest. I told them 

I am in a position to use it to elicit further information. The opportunity will 
now, at least far the moment, pass. 

On the other hand, they've asked nothing of me. 

If they have consciously sought evidences of right-wing conspiracies, 
I am much encouraged. But I doubt Sue could, if she would. She thinks Penabez 
is a great buy. Even though Paul has your P file. 

You are familiar with the areas of my i@terest. If they have, to your 

knottedge, anything pertinent or files that encourage the asking, please let me 
know. I outlined it, briefly, to Mary, and it hasn't change]. unless they have 

personal things about the hospital/medical people, the greatest likelihood is for 
AGENT 0SVLLD. I would a:qlect they hove gone farther than_ any of us with False Os 
stuff. If Mary can let us know what they have on KT that we do not, that also 
could be helpful. Did they go further with the Odio bit? Here again they could 
have, for the sources are all of their persuasion. 

I'm tired and my mind isn't functioning well. Can't remember the other 

things. 

When :ou seid Lifton "sold" her copies, do ye mean at more thna the 

cost of dAplicatingri :given for him that would be bad. 

If I haven't asked you if you can get a medical student to do a simple 
job for me, can you? I'd want every statistic, eIrcr7 figure or fact that could not 
be kept in the Mind,. in the autopsy, recorded in a list and then colapered with the 
descriptive sheet, to catch what,if anything, is not there or on the supplemental 
proctocol. Toe purpose is to see if it is possible this proctocol could have been 
written with no raw material other than Boswell's notes. 

As I believe I told you long am, just getting en understanding of 
what Mary has may be Ida worth the entire trip. I am anxious to heor more of 
this and. What else you are learning, when you have time. 

Best, 


